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For over thirty years, Colin Drury has been at the forefront of helping students learn the key concepts and processes in
management and cost accounting through his textbooks. Now in its tenth edition, Management and Cost Accounting has been the
leading textbook in the field for three decades, and continues to blend theory and practice in language that is clear and accessible.
As well as covering everything students need to know for management accounting and cost accounting modules on
undergraduate courses, or postgraduate students studying these topics for the first time, this book will also help prepare those
taking the professional accounting bodies' management and cost accounting examinations.The new edition has been completely
updated to reflect recent developments in the field, and now includes additional emphasis on value creation, and links strategic
performance management more closely to divisional financial performance measurement. An entirely new chapter has also been
added looking at the challenges management accountants will face in the future.
A world list of books in the English language.
Primarily intended for the postgraduate students of commerce and management, this compact text covers all the topics prescribed
in almost all universities and autonomous institutes in India. Each concept is explained with the help of many real-life examples
from the Indian context. Considering the fact that the understanding of the concept of strategic intent is prerequisite to the
understanding of strategic management, the chapter on strategic intent is included which brings out the differences between
various elements of strategic intent. It also covers the current happenings in the businesses from the Indian context. Similarly, a
topic on strategic choice has been discussed at length because of the fact that BCG growth-share matrix and GE nine-cell matrix
are extremely useful in making a strategic decision in real life. Besides, the book contains ten case studies on various topics of
strategic management such as environmental appraisal, critical success factors, SWOT analysis, strategic intent, strategic choice,
business level strategy formulation and choice of growth strategy. All these cases are provided with authentic industry specific
data. Firms are chosen from different businesses thereby giving business-specific flavour and a broad understanding of various
business domains.
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This book focuses on research in management accounting that uses Malaysia’s business environment as the scope of study. The motivation
to embark on this publication was due to the recognition that although management accounting has received increasing interest from various
organizations including government, businesses and educators, published documents that report findings from research in management
accounting undertaken in Malaysia are still limited. The objective of this book is to address the gap by providing readers with five research
oriented articles on management accounting issues, namely Performance Measurement Design in Service Organizations; Management
Accounting and Control Systems in the Service Sector; Activity Based Costing; Intellectual Capital and Management Accounting Practices;
and Customer Focused Manufacturing Strategy and Performance Measurement Systems. The articles are written by a pool of active
researchers in the area of management accounting, and are expected to have high academic value. Each is complete with a literature review,
methodology, data analysis and references. Even though this is the case, the articles have also been carefully chosen and edited for the
general reader. This book is suitable as a reference for researchers, academics, managers, accountants, and policy makers.
These proceedings represent the work of researchers participating in the 6th International Conference on Management, Leadership and
Governance (ICMLG 2018) which is being hosted this year by the Institute for Knowledge and Innovation Southeast Asia (IKI-SEA), a Centre
of Excellence of at Bangkok University, Thailand on 24-25 May 2018.
Markus Hammer investigates a time-based and analytics-supported operations management approach. He explores five perspectives: 1) the
needs of industry, in particular manufacturing in process industries, 2) the impact of digitization, with focus on Big Data and analytics, 3) the
management of operations through time-based performance metrics, 4) how operations improvement methods and advanced process control
help achieve resource-productive operations and 5) learning from practice based on two empirical case studies. The author conceives,
explains, and tests an implementation methodology. The final case study proves that the developed implementation methodology works in
practice.
A Comprehensive and Practical Guide on Assessment of Profits from Business * Emerging trends in assessment of profit. * Challenges to
book profit. * Profitability ratios. * Additions and deductions. * Deemed profits and gains. * Export profit. * Presumptive income. * Protective
assessment. * Assessment in search and seizure cases under the Block Assessment Scheme as well as under New Assessment Scheme.
This book will help in developing skills for determination of profit that is charged to income-tax. It is useful for tax administrators, tax
consultants and taxpayers as a handy reference book on the subject.
First published in 1952, the International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (anthropology, economics, political science, and sociology) is
well established as a major bibliographic reference for students, researchers and librarians in the social sciences worldwide. Key features *
Authority: Rigorous standards are applied to make the IBSS the most authoritative selective bibliography ever produced. Articles and books
are selected on merit by some of the world's most expert librarians and academics. *Breadth: today the IBSS covers over 2000 journals more than any other comparable resource. The latest monograph publications are also included. *International Coverage: the IBSS reviews
scholarship published in over 30 languages, including publications from Eastern Europe and the developing world. *User friendly
organization: all non-English titles are word sections. Extensive author, subject and place name indexes are provided in both English and
French. Place your standing order now for the 2001 volumes of the the IBSS Anthropology: 2001 Vol.47 December 2002: 234x156: 584pp:
Hb: 0-415-28400-7: £195.00 Economics: 2001 Vol.50 December 2002: 234x156: 656pp: Hb: 0-415-28401-5: £195.00 Political Science: 2001
Vol.50 December 2002: 234x156: 648pp: Hb: 0-415-28402-3: £195.00 Sociology: 2001 Vol.51 December 2002: 234x156: 672pp: Hb:
0-415-28403-1: £195.00
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The alteration of the business environment has heightened the role of management accounting and control systems (MACS). Not only the
design of MACS has gained increased relevance but also the ways in which MACS are used. Based upon empirical data from 69 German
manufacturing companies of different industries testing the developed research model, the evidence reinforces the knowledge concerning
budgets and their use and essentially bridges the gap in understanding the relationship between budgeting and strategy by revealing the
positive effects formal MACS perform. This book is important reading for graduate students of business administration and executives with
focus on budgeting management accounting and strategic management.
Hardly anybody is unaffected by Henri Fayol's notion of general management, and many depend on it for their living. But few recognise the
immense influence -- or the unfeasibility -- of Fayol's top-down perspective.
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This indispensable guide for building management skills helps readers realise their full potential and improve their managerial performance.
This revised edition of ADVANCED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING provides a comprehensive and updated coverage of important topics,
current trends, latest ideas and researches in management accounting. Expanding on its theoretical base, the book provides practical
exposition to help students strengthen conceptual understanding and develop problem-solving skills to succeed in the classroom and beyond.
Pedagogically enriched with new features and an impressive layout, this new edition is an essential text for students of M.Com, MBA, CA,
ICWA, CS, CFA and other professional courses
Most of the chapters from the previous edition remain but another nine chapters have been added to this fourth edition, as well as new
illustrations. The focus is still on a painstaking and logical approach to the structural aspects of managing projects.
This Academic textbook is geared towards University & TVET College students studying Public Finance at First year up to Third year level. It
contains the following chapters: Part I - Economic Basis for Government Activity Chapter 1 - The Political and Economic Settings for the
Management of Public Finance Chapter 2 -Application of Public Finance Management Act Chapter 3 - The PFMA and the Gate Keepers of
Public Money Chapter 4 - Macro-Economic Policy in South Africa. Chapter 5 - Three Branches of Government Chapter 6a - Taxation Chapter
6b - Basic Accounting for Non- Finance Staff Chapter 7 - Introduction Basic accounting Non-Finance staff Chapter 8 - Introduction to Internal
Control Chapter 9 - Link of Planning and Budget and Implementation and Reporting Chapter 10 - Budget Process Chapter 11 - Supply Chain
Management System Chapter 12 -Accounting Systems Chapter 13 - Local Sphere of Government - Municipalities

The 2007 edition of CIMA's Official Learning Systems has been written in conjunction with the Examiner to fully reflect
what could be tested in the exam. Updated to incorporate legislative and syllabus changes, the 2007 Study Systems
provide complete study material for the May and November 2007 exams. The new edition maintains the popular looseleaf format and contains: * practice questions throughout * complete revision section * topic summaries * recommended
reading articles from a range of journals * May 2006 Q & A's * The official study systems are the only study materials
endorsed by CIMA * Updated to reflect changes in the syllabus and written by the Examiner and CIMA faculty * Complete
integrated package incorporating syllabus guidance, full text, recommended articles, revision guides and extensive
question practice
Management and Cost Accounting
A “how-to” guide for supply chain professionals who need accurate cost information for end-to-end processes With the
increasing pace of globalization, supply chain professionals find that they have less and less margin for error in their
decisions making. Competition is getting more intense, and, unfortunately, CFOs and accountants do not currently
provide supply chain managers with the information required to make better decisions. Supply Chain Costing and
Performance Management, 2nd Edition, will show you (and the executives you report to) how to understand and apply
various enterprise and corporate performance management (EPM/CPM) methods related to costs and profit margins and
performance measurements. This book is a “how-to” guide to assist supply chain managers and employee teams to
obtain interenterprise cost information on supply chain processes. It provides techniques for obtaining accurate cost and
performance information on the activities performed within your firm and on activities performed by trading partners. The
techniques and approaches in this book were developed from supply chain costing practices implemented by leadingedge firms. You will learn how you can gain access to reasonably accurate costs and profit margins involved with
suppliers, products, stock keeping units (SKUs), service-lines, channels, and customers. In addition, you will gain insight
into the activity costs in end-to-end business processes, including the “drivers” for each type of cost. Learn how to
access accurate cost and pricing information related to both your company and your trading partners Overcome siloed
information by creating your own costing practices using proven methods drawn from leading firms Understand what
drives activity costs for each step in end-to-end business processes Assess the performance of your costing activities
with step-by-step measurement guidelines Make better decisions and improve performance and profitability with clearer,
more transparent cost and price data The information in this book will empower supply chain managers with the ability to
make better decisions and improve their organizations’ performance and profitability.
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